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Introduction
This document is designed as an introductory guide for Microsoft Dynamics CRM users to learn the basics
of using the Atrio Goal Wizard. It describes some of the prerequisites to using the utility, and a step-bystep guide on how to use the wizard to create and copy goals.
Atrio Goal Wizard lets your quickly create and copy goals to track business performance.
Features:









Process driven wizard
Bulk goal creation
Excel like editor
Copy and paste goals from Excel and other data sources
Supports, Periods, Stretch goals, query types, multiple goal owners
Auto calculate period goals based on Annual goal values
Sortable grid
Goal Copy functionality
o Copy original goals
o Copy to new period (year, quarter, etc.)
o Increase/decrease percentage
o Increase/decrease period amount
o Increase/decrease total amount

Prerequisites
Before trying to use the Atrio Goal Wizard, it is strongly recommended that a user already have a basic
understand of the following CRM items:






Goals
Goal Rollup Fields
Goal Metrics
Goal Metric Rollups
CRM Fiscal Period Settings

For more information on these items, please seek the Microsoft documentation.

Launching the Wizard
1. After the solution has been imported, to launch the goal wizard, navigate to Sales -> Goals.
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2. from there, select the Atrio Goal Wizard drop down. Now select between the Create Wizard
and the Copy Wizard.

Creating New Goals
To create new goals, launch the Create Wizard.

Configuring New Goals
The starting screen of the goal creation wizard can be seen below.
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(1) The first step to create new goals is selecting the year to create the goals for. Choose the
desired year from the dropdown list.
(2) Next select the periods you would like to create the new goals for. The default is to “Select All,”
however each period can manually be selected or deselected. The list of available periods is also
tied to the CRM System Settings, e.g. if the system is set to Quarterly, only quarters 1-4 will
display as available period options.
(3) After the periods have been selected, a Goal Metric must be chosen for the new goals. Simply
click on the text area, and a drop down menu will display, showing the available metrics. A user
may also start typing the name of a metric and the list will automatically filter to those options.
(4) Now that a metric has been selected, a record set for the rollup option must be selected. Either
choose Owned by Goal Owner or All (same as you would in a usual single creation of a goal).
If the selected metric has rollup fields, a 5th option will appear below the Record set for Rollup
option.
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The checkboxes can either be selected, revealing an autocomplete dropdown list, similar to the
Metric selection, or the rollups can be ignored, depending on the use case.
After all the options have been set to the desired values. Simply click Next to advance to the next
stage.

Setting Goal Information
After the configure stage, goals must now receive Titles, Owners, Targets, and Stretch Targets.
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(1) First, note the checkbox towards the top. This option will take the goal names listed in this step,
and add the specified period to each of them, e.g. if a goal is created in this step with the title
Total Unit Sales and all 12 months were selected, in the next stage, twelve goals would be
generated with titles Total Unit Sales January, Total Unit Sales February, and so on for all twelve
months. This will be demonstrated later in this user guide.

(2) A Goal Name must now be typed out in the excel–like grid. Simply select a cell in that column
and begin typing. Press tab to advance to the next column, or enter to advance to the next row.

(3) A Goal Owner must be selected. Unlike the Goal Name, this option is restricted to CRM users,
and a dropdown, autocomplete list will appear when you either double click on a cell in that
column, or when you begin typing in that cell. Press tab to advance to the next column, or enter
to advance to the next row.
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(4) Target values here reflect the total amount across all the periods that were selected in the
previous stage, e.g. If periods Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 were selected, and it is desired for each of
those periods to have a target of 500, a user should input 2000 for the target total.
(5) Stretch Total is the Stretch Target total and follows the same principles as Target Totals. If no
stretch is desired, simply enter a value of zero.
It is important to note that each of these cells have a drag to copy feature, from the bottom right
corner of a cell, much like Excel. It is also important to note that values can be copied and pasted
directly from Excel as well.

Before advancing to the next stage, be sure to completely fill out at least one row, and make
sure no rows are only partially filled out. It is not necessary that each new goal be placed in the row
directly beneath the previous goal, it is only necessary that each row is either empty, or completely filled
out. Once all the desired goals have been inputted into the table, click Next to advance to the next
stage. Below is an example of a new goal in the table.
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Detailed Editing of Goals
After overarching goals have been created, goals will be generated based on the number of periods
selected, and they can be individually adjusted to the desired values. A screenshot of this can be seen
below.

As seen above, the goal that was created in the previous stage now has twelve goals generated
for each of the periods that were selected in the first stage. The target total of the previous stage is
evenly distributed across each of the new generated goals. Also note that each of these goals has the
period name appended onto the goal name. This is because we had that option selected in the previous
stage.
This stage is primarily designed to give the user an overview of each of the goals that is about to
be created in the CRM system, and target details can be individually adjusted here as well. Do note,
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however, if the back button is pressed, it will take you to the previous stage, and any adjustments made
here will be lost.
Once all the goals are as desired, either click confirm to create the goals, or Back to adjust
previous settings or add more goals.

Confirmation of New Goals
After the goals have been confirmed, a confirmation page will appear, prompting the user to refresh the
CRM Goals grid. It will also notify the user about the number of goals that were created.

Once finished, simply click Close to exit out of the wizard. Remember to refresh the CRM Goals grid to
view the newly created goals.
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Copying Goals
To copy goals, launch the Copy Wizard.
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Selecting Goals to Be Copied
The starting screen of the Copy Wizard can be seen below

In order to select goals to be copied, a user must first select a goal metric that corresponds to the goals
they want to copy. After a metric is select, press Get Goals to display a list of goals in the table with the
specified metric.
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The items in the table can be further filtered down by using the search functionality. Select the desired
goals and click Next to confirm the selection.
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*Note: When selecting goals that have child-parent relationships, it is important to choose ALL of the
goals in the family tree. Otherwise, only part of the family tree will copy successfully, or the copy will fail
altogether.

Choosing Time Period to Copy Goals to
Once goals have been selected, the year and period that the goal will be copied over to must be
specified.
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The default settings is to copy the goal to the next year with the same period; however, this can
be manually changed. If the destination year cell is double clicked, it reveals a dropdown where the user
can select the desired year. That cell can then be dragged down to set the remaining cells below it to the
same year. The same can be done with the periods.

Once everything is set, click Next to continue to the next stage.

Adjusting Target Values
After the years and periods are set to the desired values, the targets must be set as well.
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The targets default to the same values for the goals that are being copied, however, they can be
changed in several ways.

(1) The first way they can be changed is by increasing them by a percentage of the old target.
Simply enter a value in the % Change text box and it will adjust the targets of the goals
accordingly.
(2) The second way to adjust the target is by manually changing the values in the cells. Simply
double click on a cell and adjust the value. You can then drag the cell values down to copy them
to other rows.
(3) The last way of setting the target is by setting a Total value that you would like them to add up
to. This is done by double clicking the totals cell and changing it to the desired value. It will then
divide that total value evenly amongst the goals.

Note: Adjusting the values using any of these methods will automatically adjust the other corresponding
values, e.g. when you adjust the percentage, it changes the cells and the totals and when you change
the totals it adjusts the cells and the percentage.
If the goal title has a year or period value in it, it will automatically be updated to reflect the current
settings
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After the targets are set to the desired values, click Confirm to copy the goals.

Confirmation of Copied Goals
After the goals have been copied, the user is brought to a confirmation page, prompting them to refresh
to CRM Goals grid. It also displays the number of goals that were successfully copied.

After this, simply close the Wizard by clicking Close, and refresh the CRM Goals Grid
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Support
Please send any product issues or suggestions to support@atriosystems.com.

Disclaimer
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", AND ATRIO SYSTEMS, INC. DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH
REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL ATRIO SYSTEMS, INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL,
INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF
USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, OR OTHER TORTIOUS
ACTION, ARISING OUR OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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